Founded in 2017, the **Adrive Living Lab** acts as a young and innovative institution of the University of Applied Sciences Kempten and is part of the Allgäu Research Center (FZA). Its research focuses on Advanced Driving Assistance Systems and Autonomous Driving.

Research to amaze: Autonomous driving becomes more and more significant for future mobility. Due to progressive development in the area specific questions come up. Our four teams **Human Factors**, **Vehicle Testing**, **Simulation** as well as **Software & Functions** take on these challenges with **commitment**, **agility**, **creativity** and **team-spirit**. We transfer ideas from the initial workshop into the car on the road. Become part of our team!

**We need you...**

- as **Student Assistant**
- as **Intern**
- for **Bachelor/Master Thesis**

from the departments of **Industrial Engineering**, **Electrical and Electronics Engineering**, **Computer Science**, **Mechatronics**, **Industrial Engineering with Business**, **Product Development in Mechanical and Plant Engineering**, **Advances Driver Assistance Systems** and **Electrical Engineering** as well as **Business Administration (Marketing)**.

Join us to work on innovative ADAS projects and contribute your passion and knowledge.

**Interested?** We would like to hear from you. For questions and applications, please contact us:

**Adrive Living Lab**  
Leonhardstraße 19, Halle 4  
87437 Kempten  
[www.hs-kempten.de/Adrive](http://www.hs-kempten.de/Adrive)

**Eva Wüstum**  
eva.wuestum@hs-kempten.de  
Tel.: +49 (0)831 52381733